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Lavish

MILD LOTION HAND CLEANER
DESCRIPTION:
LAVISH is a highly effective mild lathering hand cleaner, white in color with a
pleasant cherry scent. Can be used in any liquid soap dispenser or use direct
from gallon jugs with push/plunger dispensing pump.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
LAVISH rinses away dirt, grease and many other stain producing elements
common to the industrial and commercial workplace. Best of all is leaves no
soap scum or greasy after-feeling.

WHY IS IT USED?

Leaving no “soap smell,” LAVISH’s clean, cherry scent lingers for only a
moment. LAVISH resists clogging of soap dispensers and is good for the
drains, plumping and septic systems. It can be used “as is” or reduced with
water to your liking.

HOW IS IT USED?

1. Wet your hands with clean, running water and apply soap
2. Lather your hands by rubbing them together with the soap
a. Be sure to get all exposed areas of your hands, including wrists, fingertips and in
between fingers
3. Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds
a. Need a time? Hum the “Happy Birthday” tune from beginning to end, twice
4. Rinse your hands well under clean, running water
5. Dry your hands using a clean towel, automated hand dryer or let them air dry

OTHER USES: Can be used for MILD cleaning of any surface not typically harmed by water or long
lasting foam. Use in restrooms for wiping down fixtures, mirrors, plastic counters, chairs, soiled
door “push” areas etc..

PACKAGING:

LAVISH is available in single gallons, 4-1 gallon cases, or 5 gallon pails.
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